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TUESDAY. JUNE 2, 1931

VOLUME XXX.

No. 63

Dietrich Urges Musical Club Annuals Will Be JUNIOR CLASS WILL
Independents J.Alumni
to Attend Will Present Issued Thursday
Make Plans Big 1932
Says L. Swanson HONOR SENIORS AT
Reunion
Varied Songs
In Main Hall
DANCE THIS WEEK

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Distribution Will Begin a t 9 o’Clock;
Association Members Are Asked for
Book Is Dedicated to
Pictures of Classes, Teams
Women
Give
Program
Tonight
at
Major Mllburn
For the Alumnus
Barbs Will Discuss Problems in

8 :3 0 o’Clock in Main hall

Meeting Tomorrow at
4 o’Clock

Distribution of the 1931 Sentinel will Annual Pram Will Open Commencement Program Thursday Night in
In a recent letter to all alumni of
Auditorium
begin Thursday morning a t 9 o’clock,
Tokyo; Coronation of Qneen Is Featpre of Occasion Which
the State University of Montana, J. |
according to Lawrence Swanson, edi
Closet Social Calendar This Quarter
Maurice Dietrich, '18, president of the
The
women’s
glee
club
of
the
State
tor. This first issuance is particu
' After the solidifying action of or Alumni association, reminded the
ganization conceived through the com members of the alumni reunion in University will present a program in larly for the students who are leav
Seniors will be honored guests of the junior class at the annual
pletion of the associated non-frater June, 1932, and urged them to plan the Main hall auditorium tonight at ing school early.
8:30 o’clock. They will be assisted by
This year’s issue, which has been Junior Prom, opening event of Commencement week at the Tokyo Gar
nity and non-sorority students of the on attending.
Henry
Bailey,
tenor;
Rowe
Morrell,
|
dedicated
to
Major
Prank
W.
Milburn,
University into an independent body
dens this coming Thursday night. This will be the first time in the his
Association members were asked, in baritone, and Walton Cosgrove, basso. head football coach for the past five
this year, the group will hold a final
tory o f the dance that it is to be held on a week night, and also the first
the same letter, for pictures of classes The program is as follows:
years at Montana, gives a pictorial
time that it occurs during Commence-4
T WOULD be pleasant these days mass meeting tomorrow afternoon in and teams. Editors of the Alumnus,
review of all the past year’s activi
to muse upon the beauty of the Main hall at 4 o’clock. An exception the organization’s official publication, The Heayens Are TelI,ngB e e th o v e n ties a t the University. The book will fnent week. Late permission for the McGrade, Butte; Gertrude Warden,
ally interesting meeting is forecast as
Prom has been extended to 12:30 Great Falls.
are particularly desirous of obtain- yere Langnores Nostros (1667)___
sunshlnS falling upon the weepingcarry out a gold and black color
extensive plans are being made for
Coronation ceremonies will be coning pictures of the older classes.
| ........................ ......... ......Antonio Lotti scheme, bound in black leather and o’clock to permit the dancers to get
birch by Main hall at 8 o'clock in the
next year.
back in time from the dance hall,
Appealing to the association for a
morning. Or the beauty of the bright
the cover will carry a Grizzly in
The club
All Independent students are urged i
which
is
some
distance
from
the
city.
“renewed unity of purpose,” and ex
colors of the dresses of the girls who
cameo.
to be sure and attend the meeting set
Advance ticket sales, and the gen
pressing the wish for a successful re
pour out of the Little Theater after
Students who have not been in at
Thank God for a Garden___ Del Riego
for Wednesday afternoon. Announce
union, Mr. Dietrich made his farewell Three for J a c k ................ ...........Sharp tendance for the full three quarters eral campus interest exhibited in the
a 9 o’clock class. Or the light-heartedment of prizes for Independent skits
affair,
indicate that the moving-up
to the association, as its president.
ness of the student who says gaily,
may secure a book by paying a dol
Mr. Cosgrove
as well as a possible schedule of barb
and a record-breaking crowd is ex
‘‘Oh, I have a term paper due Fri
lar for each quarter not in school.
III.
functions will be made. At a meeting
pected. Arrangements for from 150 to
day, and I haven’t started it y e t But
According to Swanson, about nine
Welcome Sweet Pleasure (Ballet
of the executive council last week
200. couples have been made.
this is spring!" But these things
M a d rig a l)___________ ^ —.Miller hundred of th e, yearbooks will be
the members felt that there was a
Features of the dance, the climaxing
are not serious enough- to muse upon.
ready by Saturday and will be ob
Shepherd, Shepherd, Leave Decry
great deal in store for its members
social affair of the spring quarter,
And yet—
ing ______________ Henry Purcell tainable a t the Business office.
as the organization developed. In
of the Junior Prom date to Com
(From the opera, King Arthur 1691)
commencing plans for the coming year
mencement week was a wise move,
EXT year at this time students
The club
the council is making strenuous
will Include novelty vocal numbers,
and faculty will be making their efforts to secure the highest of co
IV.
specialty dances, and, most important
O Fair, Oh Sweet and Holy.„.Cantor
final preparations for the first re operation from its members to main
of all, the ceremony of the corona
I’ll Sing Thee Songs of Araby----- Clay
union of the alumni of the State Uni tain a strict devotion to the exempli
tion of the Prom queen. Seniors yes
Mary Louise Davenport *
versity. We wonder if some of these fication of a finer understanding be Former Journalism Professor Is
Mr. Bailey
terday voted on the four candidates
alumni will not come, drawn by the tween all affiliated and non-affiliated
V.
for the royal position, and the results ducted by President Charles H. Clapp.
Author
of
Bibliography
of
Speaks
M o rn in g ________________
memory of the beauty of a birch tree, students.
of this election will be made known Last year’s Prom Queen was Louise
News Articles
or the majesty of Mount Sentinel.
April E y e s _______ Smith-Van Camp
In laying plans for the coming year
Thursday night, when the successful Lubrecht, now a student at Columbia
Shadow M a rc h ___________Protheroe
And if, having come, will they per the institutional barb dances will be
candidate is crowned queen of the University, New York City.
haps congratulate the student who can continued with the addition of plenty
The club
Ralph D. Casey, former professor of
Kathleen Flynn and Wilbur Scott
Spaulding Describes Expedition as Junior Prom. Mary Louise Davenport,
VI.
carelessly shrug off a term paper aried and novel types of entertain- journalism at the University of Mon
of Missoula, each 8 years old, will
Most Successful One in
...Tours
because it’s spring? Or will they pity nient. It is also hoped that the Uni tana and now head of the journalism Mother O’M in e___
precede the attendants in the coron
-Sacchi
him for not putting more value upon versity Independents will essay an department a t the University of Min Love Me or Not _____
History
ation march. Immediately following
Sproos
something to which time may give other successful musical comedy for nesota, has compiled interesting data Yesterday and Today.
the coronation, the two children—pu
Mr. Morrell
greater importance? Some of this next year.
on journalistic subjects known as
pils at DeRea’s dancing school—will
Completing t h e second annual
VII.
year’s graduating class will probably
Another feature for the organiza “Annotated Bibliography of Articles
give a novelty ballroom waltz, fol
spring field trip, nine seniors of the
be among those returning. What will tion upon which the council is work on Journalistic Subjects in American Golden Sun Thy Warmth Display
lowing which Miss Flynn will give
School of Forestry arrived in Mis
................................. ...... James Hook
they have found, in their year “out ing is the establishment of amusing Magazines.” This article appeared in
a novelty aesthetic dance. Both young
soula Sunday from Spokane, after
Vocal Rondo
in the world,” was of the most im and educational programs for the en the June issue of the “Journalism
performers will be dressed in formal
having traveled more than 3,360 miles.
Orpheus With His Lute__
portance to them, of all the salma tire body. It is hoped that the group Quarterly.”
clothes.
The group was gone a little more
________________ Edward German
gundi they received in college? Will will produce regularly worthy pro
Professor Casey was graduated
O’Malley Sings
than two weeks and in th at time made
The club
it be the spice that enticed them to grams at its mass meeting next year. from the University of Washington
The Prom itself will be formal or
visits in four states.
taste of it? Will it be the vinegar and
and came to the University of Mon
semi-formal os the individual prefers.
“The trip was by far the most suc
oil that made a pleasant flavored
tana where he was professor in the
Either tuxedos, white duck trousers
cessful yet undertaken,” Dean T. C.
dressing for the miwure? Or will it
School of Journalism in 1917-1918. He
or dark suits may be worn. Sheri
Spaulding
said
yesterday.
“This
year’s
be the more substantial meat that is
went to the University of Oregon in
dan’s eight-piece orchestra will play,
tour was much longer than that of
Kitty Quigley
supposed to furnish the nourishment
1919 and there he also was professor
with Dick O’Malley, University stud
last year when the seniors traveled
of life?
in the Oregon journalism school. W.
into British Columbia By means of j Fay McCollum, Kittle Quigley and ent, offering several specialty num
E. Christiahson took his place at
these trips, the men are given first Rhea Traver are the applicants for bers. O’Malley will be remembered for
HE football is mightier than the
Montana and Christianson was fol
his work in Hi-Jinx, Varsity Vodvil
hand information regarding the log the place.
lowed by A. A. Applegate who was Radio Entertainment Completes Work
book at Columbia University. The
and various fraternity serenades.
Activities
ging and milling operations in the dif
Twenty-five Forest School Juniors
| succeeded by R. L. Housman in 1925.
For
Tills
Year;
Nine
Students
school was recently given a 4,000,000
ferent timber type areas along the
Spend Week With D orr Skeels
Mary Louise Davenport, Butte, was There will be 14 straight dances on
Professor Casey remained in OreTake
P
art
volume library for which a building
the
program—no extras—and punch
coast,
as
well
as
a
knowledge
of
the
Obtaining Data
a Tanan, proctor at North hall and
[ gon until 1928 when on sabbatical
was to be built upon South Field, the
botanical variations.”
freshman president of North hall, A. will be served.
I leave he went to the University of
Le
Cercle
du
Chevalier
de
la
Veronly space available for an athletic
Fifteen men composed .the party S. U. M. vice-president this year. Phi
Seniors received their complimen
Under the direction of Professor
field. And as soon as the gift was Dorr Skeels, 25 juniors of the School Wisconsin to work for his Ph.D. in end rye wound up activities for the They were: Carl Walker, Northport, Sigma national convention delegate tary tickets yesterday. Other tickets
announced, a storm of protest arose of Forestry spent last week in the sociology. The following year he re year with a varied radio program Washington; Hugh Redding, Mill- and vice-president, and took part in are on sale through representatives
from the student body and the faculty. Swan lake region of Northwestern turned to Oregon and in the fall of broadcasted Sunday at 5:30 o’clock boro, North Carolina; Raymond Cal the spring quarter Masquer play. She
The school is accused of taking a Montana, were they obtained a knowl 1930 he went to the University of M in -|from the locaI radIo station KVGO, kins, Missoula; Bill Brown, Vancou is a member of Mortar Board, Kappa
I nesota as departmental bead of the The program included songs and read
backward step In the field of educa edge of the flora of th at region.
ver, Washington; Dave Tucker, Mis Tau and Kappa Alpha Theta.
School of Journalism.
ings in French by members of the soula; Archie Murchie, Sarles, North
tion. It is true that today more im
Leaving here Saturday, May 23, the
Fay McCollum, Livingston, was also
In 1925 Professor Casey and Glenn club and several imported French!
portance is being placed upon the men went to Larson’s camp on Swan
| Dakota; Kenneth Beechel, Oregon, a Tanan> and was sophomol.e class
physical well-being or college stud lake, which served as their headquar C. Quiett published a book on pub records.
Wisconsin; Charles Rector, Bryan. secretai.yj wa8 on the Junior Garb
The program presented was as fol
ents. At Columbia, however,' it is ob ters for the week. Side trips were licity known as “Principles of Pub
Ohio; Howard Smith, Harrisburg, aad various other committees, and
vious that not even a small fraction made from there, one of these being licity.” Several of his articles have lows :
Pennsylvania; Jack Sadasuk, Mount took part {or three years in the May
Invocation, from the Magic Flute, Union, Pennsylvania and Eugene Orel), Fet(J She is a member ot Mortar
of the student body can partake of a trip to Echo lake and another an appeared in the “Journalism Quar
terly.”
sung by Leon Rothier, phonograph New Cumberland. Pennsylvania, all Board and of Delta Gamma, and for
athletics. And the few that have en-| excursion into Glacier park.
record.
tered that field have not brought es
The following men made the trip:
graduating seniors, with the excep- the past year has been president of
Reading—Le Roseau, Henri Reg- tion of Beechel; Dean Thomas C.
pecial renown to their alma mater. Professor Skeels, Bill Ibenthal, Bruce
Quadrons.
nier by Helen Hubert.
On the other hand, Columbia has Centerwall, Gene Fobes, Cal GunterSpaulding, Professor J. H. Ramskill
Kitty Quigley of Avon, has for the
Old French songs—“Chanson le- and Professor Ross Williams of the
become famed as one of the great man, A1 Spaulding, Larry Neff, Joe
gere” and “Bergere” sung by Alice School of Forestry faculty, and John past year been vice-president of Quadintellectual centers of the United Woolfolk, Jack Shields, Stan Larson,
rons.
She has also been on various
Cowan accompanied by Mrs. Louise Curtis, a student in the School of
Stages. If someone’s lack of foresight Jimmy Renshaw, John McCarthy,
-------------Rhea Traver
committees and has been prominent
has made it necessary that athletics Warren Stillings, A1 Flint, Walt Pool, Commencement Tour Includes Seven I Arnoldson.
Journalism. Tucker remained in Cali
| Two poems by Paul Verlaine—“La fornia and Rector stayed a t Prineville, I in University activities. She is a mem in the fraternity houses, a t $1 per
must give way to ‘ learning, or vice- Oliver Hoye, Bill Chapin, Chandler
Montana Towns
ber
of
Kappa
Kappa
Gamma
sorority
Lune Blanche” and “Ariette,” Hen Oregon, where they will be employed.
versa, surely the wise thing in this Jensen, Evans Hawes, Raymond |
couple. Chaperons will be President
_________
Rhea Traver, Big Timber, proctor
rietta LaCasse.
case would be to allow the athletic Ladiges, Wesley Ayer, Ellis Clark,
and Mrs. Clapp, Dean Harriet Rankin
for three years a t North hall,
Professor W. E. Maddock recently
French folk songs—“Griseldis” and
field to make place for the library. Morris Running, Charles O’Neil, Bob
Sedman, Mary Elrod Ferguson, Dean
However, the inhabitants probably Cooney and William Davis. The men returned to Missoula after delivering I “j^e pleure pas Jeannette,” Margaret C n a n r c f t F l n h l A f i l l
A*
secretary Iu lier Junior and Mrs. J. E. Miller and Dean and
j p a n i s n \* IU D W i l l
year, and was prominent in debate.
commencement addresses at several | Lewis and Anna May Crouse,
feel that there should be at least one returned to Missoula Saturday.
Mrs. R. H. Jesse. Faculty members
high schools throughout the state. The
Poems by Paul Verlaine—“Feuille
athletic field in every family.
as well as seniors will be guests at
towns in which he spoke were: Har- d’Automne” and “D’une prison,” Mrs.
the dance.
lem, May 20; Malta, May 21; Dodson, Arnoldson.
tUR own athletic field looks some
To furnish transportation to Tokyo,
May 22; Hinsdale, May 23; Fraser,
Two French songs—“La Statue de Plan Spring Outing for Wednesday Up
what* deserted today. For the first
a bus will make two or three trips
May 27; Nashua, May 28, and Wolf Tsarkoe” by Cesar Cui and “Non je
ltattlesnuke Valley
between Missoula and the dance hall.
time this year there -are neither phy
Point, May 29. At five of the towns ne crois pas” by Wickerman, sung by
Passengers will be picked up at the
sical education men, a football squad,
Professor Maddock spoke on “Edu- Anna May Crouse accompanied by
Members of the Spanish club will
residence halls and along University
nor a track team using i t The track
M
argue
rite
Hood
Takes
P
l
a
c
e
of
cation—A
Liability
or
Asset?”
and
at
Alice
Tucker.
hold
a
picnic,
or
fiesta,
up
the
Rattle
avenue, the first trip scheduled for
team completed its work a t the meet
the other two he spoke on “What j Phonograph record—speech from snake, Wednesday, June 3. Cars for
Roy Freeburg
about ten minutes to nine. Fares will
at Seattle last weekend. They placed
Education Is Most Worthwhile?"
“Cyrano de Bergerac,” recited
transporting those attending will
be fifteen cents.
only fifth there. But considering that
Because of the train schedules Pro- Ralph Hertz, “Non, Mere!!”
leave
the
Law
building
at
5
o’clock.
Sigma
Alpha
Iota,
national
musical
|
they work under the disadvantage of
Phonograph records—“The T w o
The food committee is under the
being badly limited financially, and fraternity held initiation for three fessor Maddock had to do most of his
members Sunday morning in traveling by night and between Havre Grenadiers” sung by Pol Placon, “La' supervision of Grace Johnson. The
the almost equal disadvantage of hav
and Harlem he had to “hitch-hike” Marseillaise,” sung by Leon Rothier. transportation committee consists of
ing no student support, they did very Dean DeLoss Smith’s studio.
---------;----------- ----- Eugene Hhnton, chairman; Clyde
Those who were initiated were Miss in order to reach flarlem in time for
well to earn nine pointp, in competi
the graduation exercises. “On the j LATIN DEPARTMENT
Crego, and Lois Dixon. The camp
Marguerite
Hood,
who
is
taking
Roy
tion with some of the largest and
GIVES EIGHT DEGREES committee is composed of: George
Graduating seniors will have an opmost vigorous schools in the country. Freeburg’s place, Mary Storey of whole the trip was very enjoyable,”
Professor
Maddock
said.
“I
enjoyed
--------Flynn, chairman; A. Glenn and C. Gil-!
Bridger and Erva Love of Missoula.
| portunity to see their grades Wednesaccording to
After the ceremony, breakfast was meeting the people and found them I Eight seniors will receive degrees bert. Committees should report to quers, of Mortar Board and of Alpha (jay morni„gj j une
BARNES VISITS FRATERNITY
| Charles Mason, assistant registrar.
served at the Florence hotel. Mrs. -very much interested in their public h n Latin this spring. This is the their chairman and arrange details. Chi Omega sorority.
schools.”
largest
number
to
receive
degrees
in
All
Spanish
students
of
a
standing
Twelve Attendants
•
Seniors wishing their grades sent
Jerome Ramskill presided as toast------ --------------------I this department in late years. Mar- of 13b or better are urged to come,
Horace R. Barnes of Lancaster, mistress. Responses were made by
Twelve attendants to the queen, to them should leave an addressed
Pennsylvania, president of the Coun Mrs. A. H. Weisberg, Miss Hood and
FO RM ER STUDENT IS MARRIED guerite Heinsch of Deer Lodge is as this will be one of the best enter- drawn chiefly from the ranks of the and stamped envelope at the regiscil of Phi Sigma Kappa, social fra Marion Cline, president of the chapter.
-------graduating with honors and has been | tainments of the club this year. Tin underclassmen, have been appointed tra r’s office. Seniors do not have to
ternity, visited the local chapter last
Morris S t John, ’23, employed for appointed student assistant in Latin picnic will be over at 7 o’clock, allow by the Prom committee. They a re : hand in their handbooks.
week. A banquet was held in the
NOTICE
the last several months by Francis for next year. Je unette Kotering of I ing plenty of time to attend later I Dorothy Duval, Anaconda; Juanita
Undergraduate students desiring
house .which was attended by many
Gallagher of the Gallagher Drug com- Butte also has
majoi in mathe- meetings.
Ruegamer, Livingston; Ruth Wold, their grades sent to them will leave
alumni. He left later for WashSpecial Phi Sigma meeting Thurs pany, Deer Lodge, was married March j matics.
Laurel; Kathlene Fitzgerald, Lina an addressed and stamped envelope
---------------------------ington State college where the chap- j day night at 7:30 o’clock at the 29 to Miss Helen Davis of Missoula.
j Edna Williams of Butte visited a t Green, Ingomar Olsen, Virginia Coo- at the registrar's office when they
ter there is holding a mortgage- Natural Science building, for the Mr. SL John is at present doing reGeorgia Stripp i out the weekend at the Delta Gamma house over the ney, Margaret Price. Dorothy Swartz turn in their handbooks. The grades
burning ceremony.
initiation of K. Beechel.
lief work in his father’s store.
Seeley lake.
weekend.
[and Ruth Wallace, Missoula; Jeanette | will be sent out about July 1.

I

Ralph Casey
Indexes Data
For Magazines

N

T

Nine Seniors
Return From
Trip Sunday

Varied Program
Features French
Circle’s Meeting

Foresters Make
Floral Study in
Swan Lake Area

High Schools Hear
W. Maddock Speak

ol

Hold Picnic Fiesta

8he i8a member of M
ontana M
aa

Music Group Holds
Initiation for Three

Seniors May See
Grades Wednesday
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THE

Members of Psl Chi and all Psy
chology majors who plan to go on
the annual picnic up the Rattlesnake
this afternoon, are requested to meet
at Main hall at 6 o’clock. Majors will
be charged 25 cents and Psi Chi mem
bers are asked fo pay their dues.
Election of officers for next year will
be held at the picnic.

U
D
D

Subscription price, $2.50 per year.______________

Professor C. H. Rledell and family
spent the weekend visiting at the
home of A. B. Cole, principal of the
Darby high school.

-EDITOR

THOMAS E. MOONEY

__ * News Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
____ Columnists
________Society
________» Sports

Oerald Aiqulst — .
Margaret Brayson
John Curtis — .—
Patricia R e g a n -------------------- —
Irene Vadnals
Eddie Astle, Freda M cCalg-------Idella Kennedy, Leah Stewart —
Fred Steiner____ —-------------------

BUSINESS MANAGER
_ Circulation Manager

RICHARD F. WEST
Ray HigginB — ;------

This Week

\ X T ELL, there’s just about two weeks more of this quarter left

With n great deal ol satisfaction,
children, Uncle stepped aside for
youth last week and with a great
amount of pleasure watched the re
sult. It's comforting to know that
there are willing hands to bear aloft
the torch when our hands become
weakened with age, our eyes and
senses dimmed with a screen of years
too thick to pierce and we become so
enfeebled as to be unable to keep in
touch with things. We must be pre
pared to make way for younger ones,
for youth must be served.

1 / 1 / and then another school year will be over, leaving for some
It’s as the Chinaman sold to his
three more years of college work; for others, two, for some,
cook: “The chow must go on.”
one and for more than two hundred seniors, none. To be exact
it won’t be two weeks for the seniors as graduation exercises and the
Uncle Is pleased to announce that
* President’s reception will be held next Monday— just six days from his tux is complete, except for the
today.
.
Of course for the rest of us final examinations from Tuesday to
Friday of next week will serve as an anticlimax to the strenuous
activities of Commencement week— which starts day after tomorrow
with the annual Junior Prom. On the next day, Friday, the second
annual May Fete presentation of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” will
be given and on Saturday the buffet supper a t Corbin hall, the concert
by the University band and the Associated Women Student’s lantern
parade on the Oval will be included in the activities of the day.
Sunday evtening in the men’s gymnasium President Charles H.
Clapp will deliver die Baccalaureate address at 8 o’clock. Music will
be furnished by the University Symphony orchestra, Dean DeLoss
Smith and Emerson Stone.
Monday comes the grand finale of the week, the event students
look forward to all during their undergraduate days and the event
which is remembered longest when it is over— Commencement
M. A. Brannon, chancellor of the University of Montana, will deliver
the address, the exercises starting at 2 o’clock in the men’s gymnasium,
Following the graduation the annual President’s reception for alumni
and parents will be given;— and the thirty-fourth annual Commence
ment at the State University will be ended.
For the rest of the week seniors will have the opportunity of
watching the poor undergraduates squirm under the penalty of final
examinations and then at the end of the week, the whole thing will
be over. All worries will be left behind, vacation trips will start, books
will be thrown aside, everything will be ended— until next year when
the same performance will be enacted again.

Fishing Time
ACH year along towards the end of springtime comes fishing
time I Some folks are unable to think of them separately. Fish
ing time to them is synonymous with late spring and early
summer. Think of the many days prior to May 21 that the devotees
have been dreaming of their favorite holes and wondering what lures
and flies will prove most enticing to the trout lurking in Montana
streams.
Perhaps in Missoula students at the State University have been
too busy to think of leaping, fighting trout, of singing reels and taut
fish lines, but wait until examinations are over and they get home I
This year these student fishermen will have a new type of license
to purchase due to a law passed by the legislature. The licenses in
clude one to cost $2 which allows fishing and bird hunting; another
for $1 permits big game hunting, but is sold only to those people
holding the $2 license. The other permit, called the sportsmen's
license, is sold for $5. It allows the holders to hunt big game, birds
and to take game fish. It gives them the opportunity to voluntarily
support conservation work.
The law may result in holders of the special license being allowed
to fish on places whose owners previously prohibited trespassing, as
these owners apparently have confidence that the holders of sports
men’s licenses will be sportsmen. For the benefit of our state’s con
science let us hope that holders of all three types of licenses will be
sportsmen.— G. G. A.

E

Economic Peace
HE proposed Austro-German economic pact seems far removed
from the scarcity of jobs for graduating seniors of the Uni
versity of Montana. The economic depression is not peculiar
to the United States alone, but involves the entire world. We find
that Germany and Austria are seeking protection against the tariff
wall constructed by the United States. England at the present time
is proposing six of these bi-lateral treaties for the same purposethat of fostering trade.
Tariff— a formidable barrier which prevents the free flow of
commerce, which causes dissension among nations and instigates ill
feeling. Austria, Germany, England, Canada and the other nations
of the world are taking steps to combat the protective tariff of the
United States.
Such protective walls, similar to ours, naturally are detrimental
to world traffic. The policy of “ splendid isolation” which the United
States has advocated is old-fashioned today when the world is linked
by many chains.
The economic depression in the United States is largely due to
a dropping off of our trade with foreign countries. The demand for
American-made goods in other countries has decreased enormously,
Due to this decrease, our American factories are no longer able to
continue their large output. With a lessened output the demand for
labor is also materially decreased.
Protection by other nations against the economic wall constructed
by the United States has resulted in a scarcity of jobs throughout the
world. This year the State University has 206 applicants for degrees
— one of the largest classes ever graduated from the University,
Next year there will be as many or more students graduated— whether
there will be positions open depends on the policy taken by the United
States in relation to world commerce.— I, V.

S

shirt, which is in Missoula at some
laundry, so Unk can take in the
Junior Prom without fear of being
embarrassed by lack of attire. The
studs hare been recovered.
They were in a hock shop in Butte,
children, where the Hogans left them.
The Hogans toured the state with
other portions of the outfit, leaving
different things in different places
They did leave both legs of the pants
in the same town, however.
As one of onr Frosh flashes asked:
“Who is this fellow ‘X’ that dances
the first two dances on everybody':
program for the Prom? He’ll be busy
that night, dancing five dances with
everybody.
To which we can reply with a re
cent pipe dream: The person called
“X" is that unknown something.
Since Eve it has been ever thus.

Kappa Delta Dinner
'
Kappa Delta alumnae entertained
graduating senior members of the
chapter at dinner In Clinton last
Thursday evening.
After a pleasant drive guests were
seated at a flower-decked table In the
banquet room in Rhodes Inn where
covers were laid for 12. The senior
guests Included Florence Simpson,
Grace Hove, Dorothy Gerer, Emily
Schwelger and Geraldine Everly. Fav
ors were silk handkerchiefs in pastel
tints.
The hostesses were Dorothy Elliot,
Mildred Leonard, Mrs. Lucille Ken
nedy, Mrs. Alice Barnett, Mrs. Val
entine Gallagher, Mrs. Heloise Wlckes,
Mrs. J o h n Taylor, Mrs. Roscoe
Vieths, Mrs. Lester Bachman, Mrs.
Arvin Ferguson, Mrs. Spenchr Hamil
ton and Miss Francis Lines.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Formal
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained
Friday evening at a formal dinner
dance in honor of its graduating sen
iors. Dinner was held in the main
dining room of the Florence hotel.
Jeanne Cunningham played the piano
during dinner and there was dancing
between courses. The tables were
decorated with spring flowers. Fol
lowing the dinner the guests went to
the Old Country club where the dance
was held. Nat Allen and his orches
tra furnished the music. The hall was
decorated in garden flowers. Chap
erons for the occasion were: Dean
H arriet Sedman. Mrs. R. J. Maxey and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Anderson. Guests
of the occasion were Melva Garrison,
Catherine De Mere, Ruth Polleys,
Kathryne Borg, Mary Haines, Ossla
Taylor, Dorothy Powers, Rogetta
Perry, Frances Jefferson, Vivienne
FitzGerald and Evelyn Hemgren.

One of life’s little moments is the
one when you are drowisly conscious
of an arm around you and a hand
gently stroking your^ cheek, then to
Street Dance
rouse yourself and find that’s it only
The annual street dance given by
your roommate.
Sigma Nu and Phi Sigma Kappa fra
ternities was held Friday evening on
The really nhselflsh one will let Gerald avenue between the two
him sleep, not awaken him with a houses. The street was decorated with
basso profundo “Who the hell do you numerous Japanese lanterns. On the
think I am?”
lawns of the two fraternity houses
were lounges, chairs and lamps. The
I t Is interesting to note, however, music was furnished by a seven-piece
how disgusted he looks when he is orchestra upon a raised platform. Re
aroused that way.
freshments were served during the
latter part of the evening in the two
One nice thing about picnics, you chapter houses.
can always say that It’s sunburn.
Patrons and patronesses of the oc
casion were Professor and Mrs. Rob
For a senior, making out a Prom ert Housman, Professor and Mrs. Leon
program is somewhat like making out Richards, J. Verne Dusenberry, Dr.
rill, except that you don’t hurt and Mrs. C. W. Waters and Professor
people's feelings so much by leaving John Crowder.
them off.
A. T. 0. Breakfast
And, too, there’s more to be given
Crawford Beckett, Maurice Wedum,
away on a Prom program than there David Roberts, Eugene Grandey, Rod
would be in any senior’s will.
ney Zachary, Paul Treichler, Russell
Smith, Grant Elderkin and Oliver
At Ills last social flash of the year, Wold were guests at the Alpha Tau
children, your old Uncle intends to Omega senior breakfast given at the
get around as generally as a-bumble chapter house Sunday morning at
bee at a picnic, so don't highbrow him. 10:30 o'clock.
Nothing hurts his old feeling like
Matthew Woodrow presided as
being high-browed. Given as much toastmaster calling upon the seniors
attention as the bumble-bee will suit for brief talks in carrying out an
Uncle fine.
informal program. Fraternity songs
were sung.
See yon a t the Prom.
The breakfast for graduating sen
iors was held immediately following
The Hot Shoulder
the initiation ceremony and the new
The person who is mean
initiates were also guests.
As any we have seen
Is the one who -loves to slap a sun
Corbin Hall
burned shoulder
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dietrich ef
We’ll live In mortal dread
Deer Lodge, both graduates of the
Until someone pats his head
Caressingly and firmly with some University, and son, Jack Dietrich,
were dinner guests of Mrs. F. K. Tur
boulder.
ner Sunday.
Ruth Soutliworth and May Freeman
When your back’s so full of hurt
were dinner guests Sunday of Rose
You can hardly don a shirt,
That’s the time he goes on his ram Southworth.
Margaret Elder was a dinner guest
page.
Sunday of Ruby -Rogness.
He thinks it’s so much fun
Ellen Galusha spent the weekend at
To slap your back and run
Then laugh at all your baffled cries her home in Helena.
Kathryn Coe of Dixon spent the
of rage.
weekend on a visit home.
There’s a certain loyely spot
Called a cemetery lot
Delia Delta Delta Dinner
That must have been invented toi
Members of the alumni chapter of
such guys.
Delta Delta Delta entertained the
The amusement that we crave
graduating seniors of that sorority at
Is putting posies on his grave
a charming dinner last Wednesday
Hoping cactus grows beneath the evening at 7 o’clock in the Chimney
place he lies.
Corner. Mrs. D. E. Phillips of Daven
port, Washington, province deputy,
Majors and minors in physical edu was guest of honor. The table decora
cation picnicked yesterday a t the tions were of pansies and bridal
Sigma Chi picnic grounds up the Rat wreath.
tlesnake. About twenty students left
the gymnasium in cars at 5 o'clock,
A. X. D. Ten
W. E, Schreiber, Mrs. Harriet Wood
Alpha Xi Delta entertained with a
and Gladys Allred were chaperons,
“tulip” tea last Sunday afternoon from

4 until 6 o’clock honoring about
twenty high school rushees.
Mrs. W. L. Murphy and Mrs. A. S.
Merrill poured. An attractive array
of tulips carried out the decorative
motif of the occasion.

Phi Lamba will meet in the Chem
istry laboratory Thursday evening. As
this is the last meeting of the year,
officers will be elected. All members
are urged to attend.
Students leaving early and who de
sire a Sentinel are requested to ob
tain them at the business office next
Thursday.

French Circle Is
Given Reception
Members of the French circle, Le
Cercle de Chevalier de la Verendry,
were the guests of Mrs. Louise
Arnoldson at a social meet last Thurs
day night. This was the last meeting'
of the group this year.
A program of songs, recitations and
a Punch and Judy show was given
by members of the circle. Songs and
duets were offered by Alice Cowan,
Evelyn Blaeser, Margaret Lewis and
Anna Krause. The puppet show was
presented by Genevieve Krum, George
and Archie Grover. Recitations were
given by Evelyn Blaeser, Helen Hu
bert, Pauline Grafton and Henrietta
LaCasse. A group of French poems
were read by Ellen Galusha.
Refreshments were served during
the evening. Mrs. Harry Turney-High
poured while the officers of the club
served.

BOARD ELECTS CHAIRMAN
North HaU
Mrs. F. G. Kelleher of Butte is
Patricia Regan was elected by A.
visiting her daughter, Betty, this
M club meeting a t 4 o’clock Wednes
W. S. executive board as chairman
week.
day a t the men’s gymnasium. Election
of the committee for the Big Sister
Charlotte Smith was a dinner guest of officers.
Tea next fall, which is held the last
CARL WALKER.
of Ruth Wold Saturday.
day of freshmen week.
Edna Williams of Butte was a Sun
The Big Sister movement which has
COILA HOLLIS VISITS
day dinner guest of Bernels Pomeroy.
heretofore been handled by Mortar
Grace O'Rourke of Helena was a
Board will be in charge of A. W. S.
Coila Hollis, ’30, who has been
dinner guest of her sister, Bernice,
this year.
teaching commercial courses at Wi
Sunday.
baux during the past year, visited the
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Roderick left campus yesterday.
Miss Hollis leaves today for Berke
Missoula Friday morning for Madi
son, Wisconsin, where they will spend ley, California, where she will take
a few days before continuing their up further study at the Armstrong
motor trip as far as Philadelphia. Commercial school. She will teach at
From that city they will continue by Troy next year.
train to New York. At midnight on
June 16 they will sail from New York
for Europe where they will travel
during the summer.
Miss Hazel Landeen was dinner
hostess at the home of Dr. T. T. Rider
a t 126 McLeod avenue last Thursday
evening at 6 o’clock. Her guests in
cluded Dean and Mrs. C. E. Mollett,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Richards, Miss
Bertha Krause, Mrs. Bessie Bawden
and Dr. Rider.
You have made your plans
Maude-Evelyn Lehsou, Doris Kindfor a perfect summer, but—
schy, Helen Putney and Ingomar Ol
sen drove to Corvallis Sunday where
Have you stopped to con
they spent the day as guests of Mrs.
W. E. Polllnger and Ella Pollinger.
sider that this summer de
Alpha Tau Omega held formal ini
mands the one thing which
tiation Sunday morning at the Chim
makes it different from all
ney Corner for Monte Robertson
other years?
Malta; Howard Brown, Missoula, and
Wayne Collins, Helena.
While
you are anxiously
R O M th e foothills to d ie b a y *
Boone Rosslter is a guest at the
waiting for all the summer
the cu rling tendrils o f sm oke
Kappa Kappa Gamma house. Miss
from pipes traded w ith Edgeworth
parties you have planned,
Rosslter graduated from the Univer
rise to m eet th e sunset fire.
sity last year and has been teaching
don’t leave out as unim
in Malta for the past year.
In th e Stad iu m before th e b ig
portant the newest presenta
Dinner guests at the Sigma Chi
gam e s. . . watching spring football
tion of the year.
house Thursday evening were Profes
practice. . . in th e g reat h a ll o f .
sor and Mrs. Scheuch and Mr. and
Enrina , . . over on th e R o w and
This Season’s
Mrs. Austin Roderick.
u p o n th e H i l l . . . m en o f Stan
Gertrude Bailey of Red Lodge, an
Parties
ford g iv e Edgeworth the preference
alumna of Alpha XI Delta, is a guest
over all other tobacco brands.
will be alight with organdies.
at the ch ap ter. house this week.
College men everywhere are turn
Jean Sanders spent the weekend at
Long . . . full . . . fluffy
in g to E dgew orth! In 4 2 o u t o f 54
the summer home of her parents on
. . . frilled. They are truly
o f the leading colleges an d univer
Flathead lake.
the essence of sunshine in
sities E dgeworth is th e favorite
Gertrude Jaqueth drove to Butte
their
own
dainty
way.
pipe tobacco.
over the weekend.
Zahlla' Snyder was a dinner guest
T o w in th e vote o f so m any
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house
The
college men a tobacco must be good.
Saturday evening.
I f you ’v e never tried Edgeworth,
1931 Miss
Ted Hodges, Bill Burns and Bill
begin to d a y! T h e pocket tin is
Smith were guests at the Sigma Chi
will know her summer is com
o n ly i ; l . O r , fo r generous free
house during the weekend.
plete when she arrays herself
sample, w rite to Larus SC B ro. C o.,
Lewis Johnson of Malta, junior in
in the most entrancing and
1 0 ; S . 22d Street, R ich m ond, V a .
the School of Business Administra
flattering of
tion, is in the hospital following an
operation for appendicitis last week.
Mary Alice Murphy was a weekend
visitor at the home of her parents in
Butte.
Edgeworth is a blend
Genevieve Krum visited at her home
of fine old hurleys*
in Anaconda over the weekend.
with its natural savor
enhanced ‘by Edge*
Osburn Ashford and William H.
worth’s distinctive
Dawe, University alumni of Butte,
eleventh process.
Buy Edgeworth any
visited at the Phi Delta Theta house
where
In two forms
last weekend.
—“ Ready-Rubbed"
and "Plug Slice." All
Gordon Rognlien and Morris Dris
sizes, 15* pocket
coll, Phi Delta Theta alumni, who
package to pound
humidor tin.
were down from Kalispell last week
end, were guests at the house.
Marion Cline, Katherine -Frogner,
Beth Manis and Virginia McGlumphy
were guests of Mrs. Carl Magni in
Hamilton Sunday.
Margaret Flickinger spent the week
end in Phillipsburg visiting at the
home of her parents.
In Getting Your Trunk Home?
Marjorie Crawford and Helen Flem
ing were Sunday dinner guests at
No charge for for picking it up at your residence.
the Delta Gamma house.
No charge for delivery at destination if you live within our delivery
limits.
No charge for valuation up to $50.00.
We make a reasonable charge for rail transportation only which
you may pay us at either end.

on the
Stanford Farm
Down
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Marvel
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Increases
Law School
Masquers End Plant
To Large Size In Is of Oldest
Twenty-Eight 33 Years of Life
In University
Years9 Work

MONTANA

KAIMIN

About Them

Journalists See
A rt Students
Historic Places Exhibit Work
On Field Survey

Tentative plans have been com
pleted for the establishment of a sixth
sorority on the campus at Montana
State college. Alphadelt, the name of
F irst Heating Plant was Located In
the new organization, was approved
Old Science Hall With Other
by the faculty recently. It has 10
Curriculum
Was
Established
in
1911
D r a m a t i c Organisation Produces
Departments
By A c t of t h e Twelfth
charter members and will be ready
Approximaelj 144 Plays
for rushing next fall, at which time
Legislative Assembly
Since Beginning
Thirty-six students attended the an
.To the average student •’the main
it will have a chapter house.
nual journalism field trip given by
tenance department suggests to the
Established by an act of the twelfth
Producing approximately 140 plays mind that almost square heating plant
the
Press club in honor of Professor
Donald McElliot, Great Falls; Bruce
of various lengths, Montana Masquers, | isolated from the rest of the Univer legislative assembly and approved
Mull, Glasgow, and Robert Erb, Mill- R. L. Housman, Saturday. The group
State University dramatic organiza sity. There is a lure in the mainten February 17, 1911, the School of Law,
left
in cars and visited the historical
town, have been selected as the three
tion, this year rounds out 26 years of ance department—that building, con one of the oldest and best known
most outstanding senior engineering 3pots within close proximity to Mis
activity on the campus since the for structed In 1922, with its high win schools at the University, opened its
students by members of the junior soula.
mation of the first dramatics group dows inside of which is that fiery doors in September of th at year.
The first stop was at Hell Gate
and senior classes in the School of
here.
Faculty Selected.
maw sending blasts of heat into tubes
Industrial Engineering a t Bozeman. which is recognized as the first loca
In 1904 the first dramatic-group was to convert water into steam. The heat
The first faculty of the School of They will compete for the annual tion of Missoula. Here they visited
organized on the campus under the ing plant—an octopus with its brown- Law was not selected until late in July. award of the Montana Society of En the old Higgins and Worden store
direction of Daniel Bandmann. The
which was the first mercantile estab
There had been considerable disagree gineers.
group took the name “Quill and Dag stituting steam for blood in its veins, ment between the University president
lishment in the state. Dean A. L.
ger". Professor H. G. Merriam, at stretching underground as far away C. A. Duniway, and certain members
Stone
called to notice the important
The fourth annual tour of the E ast
' present head of the Department oi as South hall. And the animal has of the State Board of Education as to ern Montana Normal school glee club incidents which took place here. The
English, directed the Masquers in a terrific heart beat—12,000 pounds who should select the faculty. Presi under the direction of C. Y. Rldgely, first marriage ceremony was con
1919 and 1920. "He Who Gets Slap of steam leaves the boiler every hour. | dent Duniway had already made his was begun May 19.
ducted here and the first child was
ped” was produced under the direction
born in this settlement.
At present there are two automatic selection, having decided definitely
of Alexander Dean, who continued in Coxe stokers in the building. The upon two Harvard graduates. Mem
The group then proceeded to Coun
Forty-four seniors are candidates
the position until 1922 and who direc boilers have a minimum capacity of bers of the education board opposing for diplomas a the Eastern Montana cil Grove where they had lunch,
ted plays here during the summer 350 horse power each. The steam pipes him insisted that local men of their
Normal school this year. W. J. Jame played baseball and went swimming.
sessions of 1927 and 192$.
are set on rollers and equipped at own selection should make up the son, Jr., will be chief speaker at the This grove was named after the first
Carl Glick.
intervals with expansion points to faculty. The president’s selections graduation ceremonies, which will be treaty made by the whites with the
Indians. There is a spring located at
Carl Glick became director of the counteract steam pressure at differ lay before the board for their ap held June 12.
the cross roads where the Indians
Masquers in 1925. His first produc ent temperatures. The boilers are proval..
used
to camp.
tion was “Captain Applejack". During fired with a forced draft from a tur
As
a
part
of
the
course
of
study
in
The result of the struggle was a
Next they went to the old Baron
the summer of 1926 considerable re bine type of fan capable of stirring complete victory for President Duni a geology course at Montana State
O’Keeffe
ranch which is located at
up
33,000
cubic
feet
of
air
a
minute.
modeling was done to Simpkins Hall
way, for while a Montana lawyer was college, 45 students toured Morrison
the mouth of Evaro canyon. O’Keeffe
and the present Little Theatre was The smoke stack, out of which at selected as Dean of the Law School, cave near Ennis, May 23.
was
a
famous
old character of pio
the result of the work. Funds for rare intervals comes a wisp of smoke, he was thoroughly a university man,
equipment were raised by two pro is composed of Lewistown brick and imbued wth high ideals of legal edu
Woman’s day has been set for June neer days. The last stop was at the
is equipped with ladders inside and cation as well as legal practice. This 8 at Bozeman. On this annual occa steel trestle on the Northern Pacific
ductions of the Masquers. sion, honors won by Montana State railway in Evaro canyon which at one
The Little Theatre was formally outside.
man was Judge John B. Clayberg.
time was the highest wooden trestle
Other Duties
dedicated November 24, 1926 with the
Judge Clayberg held the title of women during the year are awarded.
production of "The Bad Man" under
Although the heating plant is the Consulting Dean and, though he did The Spurs, Mortar Board and women in the world and which was later re
placed by a steel structure.
the direction of Mr. Glick, who has greatest single item of the mainten not reside in Missoula or have active of all four classes take p a rt
since then left Montana and is at ance department, it is not the only charge of the school, he was largely
Mrs. Una B. Herrick, dean of women
present directing the San Antonio one. Carpentering, janitor, repair and responsible for the policy and methods
Little Theatre at San Antonio, Texas. general maintenance work are all of the school during the first few and dean of the College of Household
In the spring of 1927 the first tour under this departm ent It is this de years of its existence. Along with him and Industrial Arts at Montana State
nament was held for high school pro partment which does most of the con the board approved Dean Clayberg’s college, has been granted sabbatical
ductions. Sixteen schools entered the struction work on the campus—sew selections, H. W. Ballantine and A. N. leave, beginning September 1, 1931.
While away, she will prepare a his
first tournament, with Gallatin coun ers are dug, sidewalks, roads and Whitlock.
ty high school winning first place curbings are built and telephone
In th at same year, 1911, the William tory of the development and progress
with its interpretation of "The service is kept up.
Wirt Dixon Memorial Law Library, of women’s education at Bozeman.
Valiant”.
composed of more than six thousand
Office In Old Science Hall
The 1931 edition of The Rimrock,
Angus Becomes Director.
volumes,
was presented to the school.
The office of the maintenance en-j
This was Mr. Click's last season gineer as well as the heating plant A few months later this magnificent Eastern Montana Normal school an
nual, will be off the press and ready
here for in the fall of 1927 William
gift
was
followed
by
the
Marshall
ad
were first established in Old Science
for distribution, June 3. It is finished
Angus became director of dramatics hall in 1898. At this time, besides dition.
and has held the position ever since. chemistry, the building was used as
The first practice court was held in a color scheme of black and gold
During the season of 1927-1928 four an engineering school. Two small late in 1911. Ronald Higgins, the and is decorated with designs depict
ing early frontier scenes.
full-length p l a y s were produced:
boilers were then capable of supply “father of the Law School” presided
"The Butter and Egg Man”, "What
ing the campus demands for h e a t as judge.
Members of the Independents, Mon
Every Woman Knows”, “The Pirates
Although
Judge
Clayberg
was
Con
Later a third and then a fourth boiler
of Penzance” and “Revizor". In were added. The last one was later sulting Dean from 1911 to 1913, H. W. tana-State barb organization, held a
1928-1929 four long plays were also dismantled when the new heating Ballantine was in active charge of the swimming party a t Bozeman Hot
presented. They were: "Wife to a plant was built, and sent to Twin school as dean. Ballantine is now Springs, May 23.
Famous Man”, "Twelve Thousand”, Bridges where it is still being used. Dean of the Law School at the Univer
Megaphone O’Malley makes music
“The Whiteheaded Boy” and “The When first placed in the Old Science sity of Illinois.
more melodious* peps Proms and en
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife”.
building, the heating plant occupied Early in September, 1913, Acting
tertains enjoyably. Grapefruit will be
During 1929-1920 the Masquers pre the rear section of the building which Dean Ballantine resigned, and A. N.
barred* for In his megaphone* O’Mal
sented three major productions, 16 was one story high. A fire swept this Whitlock succeeded him. Dean Whit
ley has a store of music that you
one-act plays, eight public programs, section and the entire building was lock remained in charge until 1919,
shouldn’t miss. He’ll be a t the Prom.
one public lecture and co-operated reconstructed in its present form. when he resigned in order to devote
Peace Depends on Arbitration and Not
with the School of Music in pro Here the heating plant remained until more time to his practice. He con
Armaments, Says Secretary
MRS. ASENDORF DIRECTS
ducing “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, 1922 when the new central heating; tinued to devote a portion of his time
STUDENT SOCIAL SERVICE
as well as sponsoring the usual Little plant was constructed at a cost of to teaching, and is still indirectly con
Peace and security in the future
Theatre tournament during Interacho- $157,873.
nected with the school.
for the world depends not on national
Mrs. E. Asendorf, instructor of
lastlc Track Meet week.
Discontinued in 1918
armaments but on agreement and ar economics, plans to direct student
The office of the maintenance engi
The three major productions were:
Prior to the war the school reached bitration between nations, according field work in social service adminis
neer was moved to the Forestry build
“Dying for Money” by Will Evans and
ing and then to its present place in an enrollment of 90 students. During to Frederick J. Libby, executive sec tration at the University this summer.
Valentine, fall quarter; "Hell Bent
Main hall.
the war more than 80 students and retary of the National Council for the Mrs. Asendorf will be gone 10 weeks
Fer Heaven” by Hatcher-Hughes, a
Jim Bonner was the first man in alumni were in active service and, Prevention of War. Mr. Libby lectured from June 22 until September 1, when
Pulitzer prize play, winter quarter;
charge of the physical plant. He was after the first few weeks of school in to American history and political, and she will return to her duties.
“Who Killed Cock Robin” by Elmer
also a professor of forestry, being at the autumn quarter, 1918, the regular economic progress classes Friday.
Rice and Philip Barry, an American
The present bone of contention be
one time dean of th at school. An courses of Instruction were discontin
mystery play, spring quarter.
other forestry professor, Charlie Far ued. Regular instruction was again tween nations is the Austro-German
In June t h e Masquers and t h e
free trade agreement, stated Mr. Lib
mer, was the second head of the phy resumed in January, 1919.
School of Music combined in the
by. This pact has caused France to
sical plant, while T. G. Swearingen,
Leaphart Is Dean.
presentation of "A Midsummer Night’s
break off naval agreement negotia
who was appointed in 1918, was th e !
C. W. Leaphart, professor of Law
Dream”. Members of the Masquers
tions with Italy.
first man employed only as a main
| from 1913 to 1916 and subsequently
took the speaking parts in the produc
Mr. Libby however .believes free
tenance engineer.
i professor of Law at Tulane University
tion, the Women’s Glee club and the
trade will be a big factor In estab
Swearingen's first ob was to place
and the University of Missouri, was
University symphony orchestra com
lishing world peace. His plan for its
underground the telephone wires
elected Dean to replace A. N. Whitlock,
bining to give the musical numbers.
establishment would involve a gradual
which looked like a barbed wire en
after regular classes were resumed in
During the summer Lennox Robin
tanglement or a fence for a giraffe
reduction of tariffs by international
1919.
son of the Abbey Theater in Dublin,
behind Main hall. Among other things,
agreem ent
In 1924, as a result of the new buil
Ireland, produced his own play, "The
sewers, the steam distribution, elec
dings being constructed on the cam
Round Table”. Last quarter the
trical underground wiring, repairs and
pus, the school was given the building
Masquers produced the major quarter
building of the dormitories, sidewalks
it now occupies. The new quarters
play, "Juno and the Paycock by Sean
and the telephone system have been
aided considerably in relieving the
O’Casey, one bill of three one-acts and
under the surveillance of the main
crowded condition that had persisted
two public programs. National recog
tenance department since 1922.
D ay-Night
until then and added greatly to the
nition was given the Masquers for the
“The Medea,” a Greek tragedy by PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL
school’s facilities.
production of “Juno, and the Paycock"
Euripedes, was given an exhibition
1 passenger
— ,----------------85c
The School of Law of the State Uni
due to the fact that Mr. Robinson, who
reading by students in Professor W.
2 p a s s e n g e rs _____________ 60c
versity of Montana was one of the
was the original producer of the play,
P. Clark’s class in Greek literature
3
p
a
s
s
e
n
g
e
rs
___________
- 76c
first
two
schools
of
the
northwest
to
made many valuable suggestions and
4 passengers
_________ 61.00
25b, Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock in
maintain standards which enabled
aided greatly by offering suggestions
(16 block limit)
the Little Theater.
them to become members of the Asso
on the presentation of the play.
The part of Medea was read by Mebinzor Stozeo through the h u rt of
Last quarter the program of the Ida Frederlckson of Bntto Heads ciation of American Law Schools.
tho BUtcr Root Volby ond
Helen Spencer; Jason, Richard Lake;
It has continued to maintain that
Masquers includes a four-act tragicThis Year’s Chapter
Creon,
W. P. Clark; the nurse, Jean
Taxi Service in tlie City
standard originally set, and today
romance, "Granite”, two bills of three
Hlssonla, Montana
holds an envious place among the I McElroy; leader of chorus, Josephine
one-acts each, a public proram and a
Brown, and the attendant and messen DON’T WALK
Kappa Epsilon, women’s national law schools of the country.
CALL US
student-written play, "The Gods Ager, Tom Coleman.
pharmaceutical fraternity, has existed
muse themselves”, a three-act study
This was done purely as an inter
on the campus since 1923, when it was
of college life.
pretation in which an effort to read
organized as the Delta chapter of DAUGHTERS WILL ATTEND
MEETING IN CAPITOL CITY with as much expression as possible
Kappa Epsilon, honorary professional
COMMITTEE WILL AMEND
was made. Professor Clark hopes to
fraternity for women pharmacists.
A. W. 8. CONSTITUTION
Dean Freeman Daughters of the produce the same play with full cos
Its function is chiefly social and
through the events sponsored by its School of Education will attend a tuming and setting some time next
Because of the ineffectiveness of the members women In the School of meeting of the State Board of Edu year.
Phone 5464
Lehsou Blk.
present A. W. S. laws regarding fresh Pharmacy are enabled to become bet cation to be held in Helena next Sat
THOMPSON VISITS
men girls having dates, a constitu ter acquainted wjth each other and to urday at the capitol building. The
tion revision committee has been ap enjoy several social functions during purpose of the meeting is to pass
Merle M. Thompson, '21, spe-j
on certificates, state certificate appli
pointed by that organization to make the course of each year.
cialty salesmen for Colgate Peet &
more effective rules.
Officers of Kappa Epsilon are: cations.
Each sorority house sent sug Ida Frederlckson, Butte, president; ! Members of the board are: chalr- company, with headquarters at G reat1
Open Evenings
gestions to the regular meeting yes Florence Jarussi, Red Lodge, vice- Iman, Elizabeth Ireland, state super Falls, was a caller at the School of
terday, and Julia Patten, Martha president, and Vera Smith, Blaine, intendent of public instruction; H. P. I Pharmacy Thursday. Mr. Thompson
Lewis, superintendent of schools In will be remembered as a son of the
Sherman and Roberta Carkeek will secretary-treasurer.
Conrad; J. .A. Woodard, principal of former superintendent of schools of
revise the constitution according to
the decisions.
Mrs. DeLoss Smith announces an the Gallatin county high school; Syl Hamilton, and also as a brother of
Student Appointments
organ recital by her pupils Sunday via Watts, county superintendent of Miss Thompson, who was graduated
Made Eliminating
Russel Harkema left for Nome, at the Presbyterian church at 3:30 schools in Billings, and Dean Free from the State University.
Conflicts with Classes.
Alaska, last week where he will spend o’clock. The public is cordially In man Daughters, dean and professor
the summer vacation.
of education at the State University.
Patronize Kolmln Advertisers.
vited.

A t Main Hall
Display

Mrs. H. M. Rawn and Dorothy
Rawn were dinner guests at the Alpha
Exhibits of paintings made by Phi house Sunday.
classes of the Department of Fine
Arts, including prize winners in the
recent contest, paintings by Ludomierj
Nowierski, water colors by Branson
Stevenson, advertising a rt of Floyd
Let Us Supply Your Needs
Merritt and a mural painting of
,
for that
George Snyder’s are on display in the
department.
FORMAL or FIRESIDE
In one exhibit five best drawings of
the elementary class are shown. This
class of 30 makes an average of 40 Bowls and glasses furnished free.
drawings this quarter. For the best
drawing in this section a prize of $10 MAJESTIC CANDY &
was offered by Dr. T. T. Rider, Mis
BEVERAGE CO.
soula dentist. F irst prize was won by
Elizabeth Bushel le. F irst honorable
mention was given to Margaret Mc
Kay and second to Marjorie Davis.
Schwalm Prize
In the second exhibition, drawings
submitted for the Schwalm prize, is
to be seen the work of second-year
students. First prize was awarded to
Dorothy Tupper and .first honorable
mention to George Snyder.
As may be noticed, this is only
partial work of the two classes. Spring
quarter in the Department of Fine
Arts offers courses in history of art,
illustration, teacher’s art, and ele
mentary and advanced drawing and
designing.
Pictures by Nowierski
Aside from the . student exhibits,
seven pictures by Luaomier Nowierski
are displayed. Fine Arts students and

PU N CH

A M essage to
Our Graduates
Young men and women,
standing on the threshold
of life, with all the world
before you, are indeed to
be envied. We know that
you are straining a t the
leash, anxious to start
your life’s work. But lis
ten a moment to this mes
sage. The best way to
enjoy living is to saveenough money to insure
that life of yours a com
fortable existence through
out its span. Let saving at
the Western Montana Bank
be part of your life’s work.
Start today.

Frederick J. Libby
Addresses Students

GRADUATION
—Gifts
—Cards
—Memory
Books
McKAY

Greek Tragedy Is
Given by Students

Page Three

faculty are endeavoring to collect
money to purchase one of these pic
tures, one of the largest they hope, if
they receive sufficient funds.
Numerous paintings in water colors
by Branson Stevenson of Great Falls
are shown. Examples of advertising
Press Club Visits Hell Gate, Council
a rt of Floyd Merritt compose a dis
Grove and the O’Keeffe Ranch
play. Also may be seen a mural paintNowierski, Stephenson and Merritt ting by George Snyder, one of three
Saturday
designed to form a panel.
Also Have Exhibits on

SWANK

Women's Pharmacy
Fraternity Is Young

Affiliated with First Bank
Stock Corporation

COLLAR HOLDERS
TIE KLIPS
COLLAR BUTTONS—PRESS SETS—LIGHTERS
bLad« by B u r & Wilde Company. Attleboro, Man.

| 6th UNIVERSITY CRUISE

ART COMPANY I
TAXI

Western
Montana
Bank

1
I
§
|
i
1
|

AROUND THE WORLD

Combine standard, systematic university courses with the educational advantages of directed travel. Visits to 33 countries supplement courses in Art, History, Literature, Government, Economics,
ets., under a faculty from Yale, U. of So. California, etc. Credit for
courses on previous Cruises given by leading universities.
Sails October 6, 1931, to Europe, Near East, Orient, In splendid
HAMBURG-AMEKICAN "S. S. RESOLUTE”. Catalogue.

1 UNIVERSITY TRAVEL ASSOCIATION
66 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dr. V. R. Jones

Dentist

Ihe new m onogram
compact by PRIMROSE HOUSE
Smart with every costume is this charmingly different
little compact. So slim that it takes up hardly any room
in one's bag.
A chic monogram, on the lower righthand corner, gives
the black and silyer case an intimate personal look.

The Triple-

$2.50

The

D ouble - $ 2 .0 0

The

S in g l e - $1.50

SMITH DRUG STORE

THE MONTANA
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Clark
CINDER CHATTER W.P.
Begins New

Grizzlies Take Nine Points in
Northern Division Track Meet

Study Plans

On the field at Seattle . . . Montana wins nine points . . .

Bob Nelson, Harold Ruth, Clarence Watson and Glenn Lockwood Gain Parmenter started his eighth year of track competition with Varnell
Points for Montana at Seattle
Montana received a total of nine points from one first, one third
and two fourths in the northern division of the Pacific Coast con
ference track meet held at the University of Washington stadium at
Seattle Friday and Saturday. Bob Nelson cleared the high jump bar

Scholarship
Award Goes
To Fetterly

at 6 feet 1 inch for a first in th a t^
event but tipped off the stick when
he was trying for a new record at
6 feet 2 inches. Clarence Watson took
third In the two-mile run after a
fast sprint on the homestretch. Har
old Ruth leaped 21 feet 9%, Inches
for a fourth in the broad jump, while
Snick Lockwood flung the javelin 187
feet 1 inch for another fourth.
Nine Seniors Receive Commissions
The other members of the Montana
and Ten Men Will Go to
squad, Stevllngson, Covington, P ar
menter, Perey and White did not place
Fort George Wright
In their events.
Five Records Set
Louis Fetterly, senior pharmacist
Five conference records toppled in and student in the Department of
the meet as the University of Wash Military Science, was awarded the
ington Huskies swept 60% points from American Legion Hell Gate Post
the competition to retain their north scholarship yesterday at the formal
ern division title. The University of alternate parade on the oval. Commis
Oregon totaled 39% points, Washing sions were awarded by President C.
ton State college 30, Oregon State col H. Clapp and the men were sworn in
lege 22%, Montana 9, and Idaho 4. by Captain Davis. Ten men will leave
The half-mile record was broken June 10 for a six-week encampment
by Eddie Genung, N. A. A. U. cham at Fort George Wright at Spokane.
pion from Washington when he
“Fetterly was picked because he
whirled twice around the track In 1 was outstanding in the department
minute 64.4 seconds. Talbot Hartley and the judges felt that his work in
sprinted through the 440-yard dash in the unit merited the aw ard/' said
48 seconds, breaking the old mark of Captain Davis, yesterday. Nine grad
49 seconds held by Ed Peltret, also of uating seniors in the advanced mili
Washington. The Huskies took their tary school were awarded commis
third record In the mile relay in 3 sions by President Clapp. They were:
minutes 20.1 seconds, shattering the Lockridge, Fetterly, Rohlffs, Lewis,
old mark of 3 minutes 22 seconds, held Thrailkill, Hawes,'Besancon, Parmen
by Washington State college. Bobby ter and Carpenter.
Robinson, Oregon, raised his own rec
Yesterday’s military parade marked
ord from 13 feet 1% inches to 13 feet the last appearance of the unit this
7 Inches in the pole vault. Homer quarter.
Hein, Washington State college foot
Captain Davis will leave Tuesday,
ball star, flipped the spear 198 feet June 9, for Fort George Wright at
10 Inches to break his own record of Spokane where he will join the staff
196 feet 3% inches in the javelin officers who will have charge of the
throw.
students enrolled in the camp. Wil
Frlsby Beats Williams
liam Orr, William *Boone, Robert
Bill Frisby, University of Washing- Breen, Delavan Davis, Lee Kennedy,
' ton freshman, out-raced Percy Wil Henry Murray, Frank McCarthy, Rob
liams, Canada’s Olympic games sprint ert Lukd, John McKay and Jerry
champion in the century which was Ryan will attend the camp which
timed a t 10 seconds flat. Williams opens on June 12. “The boys are due
dropped out of the 220-yard dash with to report at noon on that day,” said
a limp.
Captain Davis.
University of Washington won
According to Captain Davis
seven first places, Oregon four, Wash men will take up practically all the
ington State college two, Montana one, theoretic subjects they have had here
Oregon State college one, and Idaho, and in addition there are plenty of
the’other entry, did not land a first amusements to keep them occupied
place.
during their leisure time. The camp
is equipped with tennis courts, dance
hall, dance orchestra, ball park, can
teen and an ideal beach.

as the starter . . . Covington met an old schoolmate from Park City
who is now sprinting for the University of Oregon . . . Benny
Shortened Time in Reading of
Rubins, a movie comedian and now master of ceremonies for the
Languages Is Purpose of
Fanchon and Marco players, was on the field . . . and offered, to
Experiment
play “ Mighty Like a Rosenbloom” . . . By the way, Fred Lenhart
fights Maxie tonight . . . wonder which one will be singing after
The problem of shortening time
the bout?

Final Exams

Final examinations for the spring
quarter will begin Tuesday, June
and will end Friday, June 12, accord
ing to the schedule released by the
registrar’s office. The schedule for the
week is as follows: '
Tuesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 10:00
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, biology 11c
and botany 11c; 1:10 to 3:10, chem
istry 11c and 13c, and geology 16;
3:20 to 5:20, all 2 o’clocks.
Wednesday—8:00 to 10:00, all 8:00
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, Greek litera
ture, statistics, 19th century litera
ture; 1:10 to 3:10, English 11a and
lib ; 3:20 to 5:20, all 3 o’clocks.
Thursday—8:00 to 10:00, all 9
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, P. and E. P.;
1:10 to 3:10, all German; 3:20 to 5:20,
all French.
Friday—8:00 to 10:00, all 11
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, accounting
12b, cost accounting and auditing;
1:10 to 3:10, all Spanish; 3:20 to
5:20, all 1 o’clocks.

Journalism School
Forms New Club
Gronp Also Plans Directory to Aid in
The 1932 Rennion
As a step in the organization of a
club to be composed of alumni of
the School of Journalism, a directory
has been compiled and was sent out
a few days ago to graduates of this,
school, according to Mrs. Inez Ab
bott, instructor in the School of Jour
nalism.
The organization of this club will
be completed by the time school is
out, so that as many of the graduates
as possible will be back here for the
1932 reunion.
Although it is hoped that the for
matlon of this Alumni club at the
present time will be an aid In bring
ing back many of the graduates of
the School of Journalism, it is to be
a permanent organization.

Shultz, Bergland French Club Has
Own Newspapers
Two New Officers
In North Dakota

Billy Bateman and Ellen Galusha
were chosen to replace Pauline Graf
Former State University Students Will ton, outgoing vice president, and Hen
Edit All Papers in Adams
rietta LaCasse, former secretary of
Oonnty
Le Cercle du Chevalier de la Veren
drye at a special meeting held
According to a letter received here
Wednesday. Margaret Lewis is to rep
recently by Mrs. Inez Abbott, Dosia
resent the club at the council. Both
J. Shults, Big Sandy, and Erland’ v,
the outgoing officers are being gradu
Bergland, Lewistown, former stud
ated.
ents at the State University, have
The club plans to continue it!
established themselves in1 Hettinger, broadcasts next year. Several public
North Dakota. They own three county
programs featuring punch and judy
papers and expect to take over the
shows are being planned.
Dally Reminder which is working in
their territory.
Shults is a former Grizzly track
and football man and he left here in
1928 to take over the Adams County
Record. He and Bergland bought this
paper and later they purchased the
Additional books were placed on the
opposing newspaper. Last winter they new book shelf at the library last
were able to take over the paper
week. Some of these books are: “CimReeder, North Dakota, and they now maron,’’ by Edna Ferber; “The Near
own and operate all the papers in East ajid American Philanthropy,’’ by
Adams county.
Ross Fry Sibley, and “A History of
At the present time they are pub Russia,’’ by G. Vernadsky.
lishing 18 pages of home print in two
In addition to these there are sev
papers and also a two-page sheet at eral books dealing with psychology,
Reeder. They intend to issue the Daily education, biography and general sub
Reminder two or throe times a week. jects.

New Library Books
Are Now on Shelf

now required for study of a foreign
language to enable more students to

Lockwood and Parmenter stayed in the seaport town to visit
acquire a good reading knowledge of
relatives. The rest of the squad returned Sunday.
one or more languages is tbe object
of an experiment being carried on by

Jim Stewart is now in Portland awaiting the opening of the north W. P. Clark, instructor of foreign
ern division graduate managers’ meeting. Montana again will try to languages.
Professor Clarks believes that if
get in the basketball schedule from which they have been excluded
writing and speaking skill were put
for the past two years.
From now on the sport world will be in a bear m arket until the
big summer fights are held.
Stribling, at times a willing socker, will meet Max Schmeling, the
world’s champion from Deutchland. If Willie decides to risk every
thing in a clouting match he has a chance to win, but the odds favor
the Teuton when they meet at Cleveland, July 3.
The nine men who went to Seattle— Covington, Stevlingson, White,
Watson, Lockwood, Ruth, Nelson, Parmenter, Perey and Flint— will
get M sweaters for their efforts on the track and field. Others may
be chosen when Stewart returns from Portland.
The Athletics finally saw their winning streak of 17 consecutive
games broken, and now are pondering over the fate of splitting a
four-game series with the cellar occupants, the Boston Red Sox. The
Cardinals are leading the Giants in the National league by a slim .027
margjn.
Why don’t they call the Philadelphia Athletics the White Elephants
any more? We’ll have to ask the Senators or the Yankees.
In the I See Four Aces track meet at Philadelphia, the Trojans
won the fourth title in five years with a score of 4 6 6-7 points. Stan
ford took second with 4 4 22-35 points.
Vic Williams of Southern California equalled Ted Meredith’s 16year-old 440-yard dash record set in the same stadium at 4 7 .4 seconds.

aside, and concentrated effort put on
reading, a student ought to learn to
read any modern foreign language in
much less time than present study
methods require.
Study Sanskrit
To get actual results from this
theory Professor Clark and Maxwell
Gates, freshman from Missoula, are
reading Sariskrit, the ancient language
of India, which is still In common
use there with modifications. Sanskrit
is a language of symbols, and it be
longs to the same family of languages
as Latin, German and English.
This research work was started
about the first of January, and by
simply reading the language, several
hymns from the Veda and some se
lections from a Sanskrit epic have
been read. Results of this experiment
will help in determining how fast a
person can learn to read a new lan
guage by simple reading methods of
study.
Similar experiments are being car
ried on in Professor Clark’s Greek
class. Students are gaining a knowl
edge of the language by reading it,
not by memorizing conjugations or
vocabularies. Such experiments have
not yet progressed far enough for
definite conclusions to be gathered
from the value of the methods.
'

ARCHAEOLOGY TRIP

Doc Schreiber will leave Wednesday afternoon for Portland, Ore
Dr. Harry Turney-High and three
gon, to attend the Pacific Coast conference faculty meeting which
members of his class in archaeological
is held in conjunction with the graduate managers’ meeting.
survey took a field trip near Corvallis
last Saturday to investigate the the
Jim McMillen, former Illinois football lineman in the days of the ory that there were tumulus burials
famous Red Grange runs, had to be content with a draw in a wrestling In Western Montana. This theory was
match in New York last week when the curfew rang. The State Ath discovered to be unfounded.

letic commission has a ruling which frowns upon and actually forbids
any tussling between pachyderms after 11 o’clock.
After defeating Mexico, Canada and the Argentine tennis teams,
Frank X. Shields and Sidney Woods, Jr. will invade Europe in search
of the Davis cup, emblematic of the world’s championship.
Van Ryn and George Lott are in France in search of that nation’s
hard court tennis title. It’s all very confusing.
This week’s simile: As traveled as a ranking tennis player.

Students Receive Math Group Elects
Officers for Year
Teaching Places
For Coming Year
Bock and Jah r Secure Positions ns
Principals; Price, Stewart, Rorvlk
and McMurdo Will Teach
Nearly all of the cadets have fin
ished practice teaching in the city
schools. Reviews were held last week
and examinations are being held this
week. Students majoring in education
are required to take practice teaching
unless they have had actual experi
ence in teaching before. Thirty-nine
cadets have taught this year.
Several students who have obtained
teaching positions for next year are:
Dan A. Bock, who will be principal
of an elementary school in Helena;
Margaret Price, who will teach in Big
Sandy; Marjorie Stewart, who will
teach in the junior high school in
Great Falls; Florence Rorvik, who
will teach in Leland, Iowa; Sally McMurdo, who will teach in Bancroft,
Idaho, and Armin Jahr, who will be
principal of a school in Moore.
C. W. WATERS LEAVES

Pi Mu Epsilon, national mathemat
ics honorary society, members held
an election of officers in Craig hall
last Wednesday, May 27, at the final
meeting of the society for this term
Kathryn Cole, Dixon, was elected
president; Richard Thomas, Missoula,
was elected vice president, and Emma
Bravo, Sand Coulee, was elected sec
retary and treasurer.
William A. White gave a talk on
“Hyperbolic Functions.”
Patronize Knimin Advertisers.

Intramurals
Golf
Shooting excellent golf In a close
five-ball match Bill Thompson, fresh
man, emerged victor in the novice
golf tourney after a 20-hole battle
Sunday on the University golf course.
At the end of the final 18-holes
three men- were tied with an 83. It
was then decided that two more holes
be played and the first man who was
down on the other two opponents
would win the novice trophy. Two men
were tied at the end of the 19-hole
pin but on the twentieth green
Thompson was low man and the de
cision was awiyded In his favor.
The first nine holes was decidedly
ragged but on the second nine each
man seemed to have gained better
command of his woods and irons, and
the match was close for that round
until the quintet teed off number
eight. A sudden afternoon downpour
thoroughly soaked the players and
cast a cloak of mental hazard over
the shoulders of each man. From then
on out the scores mounted with sev
eral unnecessary strokes on each
talley. Earl Van Vorst was runner up
and gave Thompson a hard battle for
honors as a five-foot putt was the
deciding vote. Van Vorst turned in the
lowest score for nine holes with a
38. Charles Gail was the other mem
ber of the three-way tie.
Players in the match were : Thomp
son, Van Vorst, Gail, Paddock and
Compton.
Horseshoes
The finals in the horseshoe tourney
are still in play and the victor will
not be announced until McCarthy,
who has been with the foresters on
their southern trip, has the oppor
tunity to meet his opponent. A1 Erick
son is still in there pitching.
-Tennis
Johnnie Lewis is again University
tennis champion after beating Gene
Sunderlin 6-1, 6-2, 6-1. This is Lewis'
third consecutive University tennis
championship.
Baseball
The inter-class baseball league has
no victor as the School of Forestry
will be forced to play to decide the
title. Due to their extended tour they
have not been able to arrange a date
for the final game. The Arts and
Science-Business Administration game
which was protested has caused some
what of a mix-up in the schedule of
team play.

Celia Caffin Wins
Prize in Contest
Celia Caffin, freshman, has been
awarded third place in the Pacific*
Rocky Mountain area contest of the
Intercollegiate Prohibition association
on "Alcoholic Drink in Modern So
ciety,” with her essay "The Boot
legger's Children,” according to Rich
ard Llllard, graduate assistant in the
Department of English.
Miss Caffin’s essay was originally
written for her freshman composition
class.
Wallace Vennekolt, proctor at South
hall, made a business trip to Spokane
last week.

For Expert Dry m eaning
and Pressing

THE MISSOULA CLEANERS
AND DYERS
612 S. Higgins

Dial 3463

COLLING SHOE SHOPS
306 If. Higgins

936 S. Higgins

Reglaze Any Color Shoe
REPAIRING & FINDINGS

Send the Folks

Your
Photograph
-In -

Cap and Gown

$6

SPECIAL

for six.

DORIAN
STUDIOS
Wilma Bldg.

Smoke a F resh
Cigarette

J u s t as the proof of the pad*
ding is the eating, so is the proof
of a cigarette in the smoking.
And millions of men and.women are now discovering a brand
new enjoyment since Camels
adopted the new Humidor Pack.
The mildness and the flavor of
fine tobacco vanish when scorch
ing fit evaporation steals the na
tural moisture out of a cigarette.
Now, thanks to the new Humi
dor Pack, which keeps the dust
and germs out and keeps the
flavor in, Camels, wherever yon
find them, are always factory-fresh
and in perfect mild condition.

Air-sealed in Camel’s moistureproof Cellophane is all the good
ness of finest Turkish and mel
low Domestic tobacco expertly
blended.
No harsh, dried tobacco to burn
the throat. No peppery dust to
sting delicate membrane — just
the cool mild aroma of fine to
bacco, properly conditioned.
Camel smokers have already
discovered that their favorite
cigarette is better now than ever
before.
If you haven’t smoked a Camel
recently, switch over for just one
day, then quit them, if you can.

F or Prom pt Service
Call

THE FLORENCE LAUNDRY
Phone 2302

Graduates!
Equip yourselves With one of
our typewriters In preparation
for your life work.

C. W. Waters of the Department of
Botany was unexpectedly called to his
home in Kansas Wednesday after
noon.
During his absence Miss Esther Lar
sen and Joseph Kramer, instructors
in Botany, will take charge of his
classes.

LISTER TYPEWRITER
SERVICE
Agents for
Corona, Underwood and
L. C. Smith

The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that pulls on high.
The Gas that is economical.

SHELL 400
McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

C amels

A h is the mark of a considerate hostess,
w by means of the Humidor Pack, to
**Serve a fresh cigarette** Buy Camels
by the carton—this cigarette will re
main fresh in your, homo and office

@ 1931, R . J . Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

